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The velocity distribution of electrons ejected
close to the forward direction by 0.8-2 MaV/A ions tra-
versing various solid targets, including a Au monocry-
s t a i , is measured in coincidence with emerging charge-
selected Ions.

The velocity spectrum is observed to be independent
of outgoing projecti le velocity and charge state for
polycrystall ine targets. Measurements on the Au crystal
under channeling conditions show dependences on final
charge state, and are tentatively explained by assuming
that the main contribution to the production yield cones
from the non-channeled fraction of the ions. A simple
model for the creation of the forward-ejected electrons
i s proposed, which accounts for most of the experimental
f indings.

Introduction

Fast ions panetrating solids or gases produce free
electrons, whose velocity distribution shows a distinct
peak centered at the velocity of the emerging projec-

1 2t i l e . Since a dominant influence on the electron
momentum distribution comes from the Coulomb f ield of
the ererging ion, in the ion-atom case the electron
production is often ascribed to electron capture to the
continuum. In the solid target case, the electrons are
conmonly referred to as convoy electrons (CE).6

For continuum electron production in gases under
single coll ision conditions a distinction car. be made
between the mechanism in which one of the electrons of
the project i le is excited to a low-lying continuum state
(electron loss to the continuum, ELC), and that in which
a target electron is captured with a velocity close to
that of the ion (electron capture to the continuum, ECC).
The velocity spectrum of electrons ejected in the for-
ward direction shows, in the case.of a dominant contri-
bution from the ELC channel, a syrnraetric peak with width

almost independent of projectile velocity, while in
coll isions where ECC dominates (as for incident bare
ions) the width is observed to be roughly proportional
to the projecti le velocity, in qualitative accordance

A

with predictions.
The situation is less clear for dense targets, in

which the state of the ion at the time of creation of
the electron is unknown. Models assuming collisions
near the surface as the source for convoy electrons may
sometimes be just i f ied by the short mean free path for
k=V electron scattering inside solids, which may l imit
the possible origin to tha last i- 10 A of the target.

Alternatively, a bulk production mechanism has been
proposed. ' Ions traveling in solids with velocity

(1)

where E- is the Fermi energy of the material and m the
electron mass, are trailed by a spatially oscillating
(wake) potential, caused by collective motions of the
target electrons. This velocity is of the order of 1
atomic unit (a.u.) for most materials. The amplitude -

of the oscillations for v- t< 2-20 a.u. ions fit metals is
estimated to be sufficiently strong to bind valence elec-
trons from the target in a wake-riding state with a mean
free path for the decay of 10-20 A. 8 These wake-bound
electrons may eventually penetrate the exit surface and
emerge with velocity close to v . , and thus contribute to
the convoy population.

Major sources of uncertainty in earlier experiments
for lighter ions at lower velocities are the treatment of
background and, for heavy project i les, the averaging over
final charge states. Since most experiments have been
carried out with residual gas pressure larger than 10"*
Torr, there is also a possible influence of contaminating
layers on the target surface which must be examined.

In recent experiments at ORNL we have t r ied to over-
come these di f f icul t ies by detecting electrons in coin-
cidence with the charge-selected ion and by interchanging
polycrystalline targets with a single crystal, which can
either be randomly oriented or aligned along one of i t s
planar or axial channeling directions.

Experiment

Beams of pA intensity and various charge states were
obtained from the ORJiL. tandem (Z = 6, 8; E = 0.8 - 2
tiaV/A). Self-supporting f o i l s o f C (30 ug/cm2), Al (50
yg/cn2) and Au (100 pg/cn2), and a Au monocrystal (i< 303
jig/cm2) were used as targets. For the beams used, charge-
state equilibrium was reached in the f o i l s .

The electron spectra were acquired with a spherical
sector electrostatic analyzer, whose energy resolution
was set to 1-1.4% (F'.IHM) by the source size and an aper-
ture at the exit focus. The targets were placed at the
entrance focus of the analyzer. The incident beam was
collimated to 0.06 deg, so that > 95S of incident 1.25
fteV/A oxygen beams ware within typical channeling accep-
tance angles, and the angular spread after the amorphous
targets was dominated by the scattering in the f o i l s .
The half angle of tha cone of observation, centered
around the beam axis, was set to 1.5-1.7 deg. A hole in
the outer plate of the analyzer permitted transmission of
the emergent ion beaa. The ions were subsequently focused
by a quadrupole doublet, charge-state analyzed in.a mag-
net, and collected in an electron multipl ier (CEM),
mounted in the end of a <<• 1 m long Faraday cup. Three
sets of mutually orthogonal pairs of Helmholtz coi ls
reduced the residual magnetic f i e l d in the region of ob-
servation to less than 10"* T. A pressure of "»• 10"7 Torr
in the system eliminated charge-changing collisions with
the residual gas. Data were normalized either to the
charge collected in the Faraday cup, or to the number of .
ions counted by the CEM. Standard coincidence electronic
techniques were used to measure the electron velocity
distribution. A start signal for a time-to-amplitude
converter was generated by the detection of an energy-
analyzed electron, while the stop signal was generated
by the arrival of the charge-selected ion in the Faraday
cup CEM within the allovted time window. Accidental
events were counted in a time window of equal width. The
total ion flux was adjusted so that the true-to-acciden-
tals ratio always exceeded 5. The set-up permitted
simultaneous measurement of the number and energy dis-
tribution of electrons in coincidence with a particular
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.

charge state of the emergent ion, and the total numbe.-
of ions of a certain charge state. A schematic diagram
of the set-up is shown in Figure 1.
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Results

We find that in all the investigated cases the full
width at half maximum (FKHM) of the convoy velocity peak
from solid targets is nearly independent of projectile
velocity and atomic number, of emerging charge state,
and of the target chosen. The peaks are nearly symmet-
ric with a slight skew corresponding to an enhancement
of the vfi > v- wing (Figure 2).

For a given incident projectile and polycrystalline
target the yield, defined as the number of CEs per emer-
ging ion, does not depend on the charge state of the
emerging ion, while the dependence on projectile atonic
number and energy and on target is observed to be roughly

q
consistent with earlier measurements, in which the
yields for the polycrystalline targets were observed
to vary according to the expression:

Y = kx Ctarg x Zproj x E-n (2)

where Z and Z . are the energy in KeV/A and atomic
number of the projectile, m = 2.75 and n = 2.25. C is
a target-dependent constant, ranging from 1 to 1.7 for
the polycrystalline foils used, while an estimate of ths
average number of collisions inside the targets, as
given by a reduced thickness estimate, ranges from 1
to 50. An estimate of the absolute total yield similar
to the one in Ref. 9 gives k of the order 10~J, with E
in MeV/A.

Yields for ions traversing channels in the Au cry-
stal are all distinctly lower than those from poly-
crystalline targets and show a significant dependence
on final charge state, as seen in Table 1. The highest
yields are observed in cases where simultaneously single
or double bound-state capture occurs, while the lowest
are those for which the charge state decreases or does "
not change. A similar correlation between bound-state
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Figure 2. The longitudinal velocity distribution of
convoy electrons emerging from a solid when
12 MeV llC2* is incident on a 40 ug/cm* Al
target. The "singles" or non-coincident dis-
tribution is shown in the lower left-hand
corner. The electron velocity distributions
in coincidence with the final charge state of
C , C , and C are shov/n in clockwise
arrangement starting in the upper left-hand
corner. The vertical scale (intensity) is
arbitrarily normalised for each spectrum.



Table 1. Convoy electron yield (%) per emergent ion,
for 08* incident at 2.4 f!eV/A on Au in the
<11O>, <100>, and random directions. The
yie ld is normalized to the measured random
yie ld cf t 3.8 x 10'* electrons/ion. The
number in parentheses is the fraction {%] of
emergent ions in state q f i .

E, (MeV/omu)
O.I 0.5 1.0 2.0

q e Out

q in
8-5- 7+ 6+

Y<110>
Y<100>
Y<Rand>

21
37
100

(68)
(59)
(25)

39
58
100

(28)
(35)

(59)

82
79
100

(4)
(6)
(15)

7+

6+

Y<110>
Y<100>
Y<Rand>

Y<110>
Y<100>
Y<Rand>

29
37
100

37
39
100

(42)
(52)

(25)

(31)
(49)
(27)

24
47
100

29
45
100

(51)
(42)
(60)

(42)
(42)
(57)

53
71
100

21
47
100

(7)
(6)
(15)

(27)

(9)
(15)

capture and capture to the continuum has bean verified
in experiments on Ar gas targets, where for 9 a.u.
8+

0 incident ions, single or nultiple bound-state cap-
ture is often observed to accompany ECC.

Discussion

The experimental finding that the spectrum shape is
nearly syirretric and independent of the projectile 2tc~ic
r.unbsr and velocity suggests a close connection between
convoy electron production and ELC processes in gaseous
targets, and is inconsistent with both the 'Hast layer"

4
hypothesis of Dettir.ann et 2l. and with present v;2'<.2-
ridir.g models11'12 (Figure 3).

Following the arguments of Sternglass ' on secondary
electron enission, the weakness of the target dependsrce
can be qualitatively explained. According to this r.scel,
the yield of secondaries is essentially determined tj the
ratio of the cross section for electron production to
that for electron scattering inside the solid. This
ratio is essentially the same for all conductors at a
given projectile velocity and charge. The esyrvretry of
the convoy peak can be explained by assuming a velocity
dependence of v"16 for the probability of electron scat-
tering away from the vg ̂ v. condition (Figure $).

For the channeled ions a simple model can be con-
structed which produces most of the data. Two classes
of ions are postulated, A and B, of which class A con-
tains the "well-channeled" ions, while ions in class 5
experience close collisions with the target atosis. !n
the A channel the ions are confined to collisions with
loosely bound outer electrons with energy % 10 eV, for
which capture and loss cross sections are snail, while
the B isns interact with closely bound electrons, which
are far raore efficient at contributing to capture accor-
ding to the Bohr velocity matching criterion. «ssi;r.ir.g
(as is indicated by the data) negligible yield for double
bound + continuum state capture for class A ions, and a
yield equal to that of the crystal in random direction
for all class B ions, the fractions of ions in the dif-

, ferent channels and the corresponding total yields can .-

Figure 3. The full width at half maximum of the longf-
tudinai electron velocity distribution, r^,
for convoy electrons as a function of the
electron velocity v . The incident projec-
tile energy, in KeV/u, appears at the top of
the figure. The dashed line is the ECC pre-
diction. The solid lines are the predictions
of the wake-riding theory for an At target
with the indicated projectiles. The lowest
solid curve marked Ag is the prediction of
wake-riding theory for protons incident rn
Ag. The experimental data for solids are
represented by the heavy solid line. The
open points represent the gaseous target (Me
and Ar) results for 0 8 + and Si 1 4 +.

be inferred for all combinations of incoming and emerging
charge states. Using these values and crystallographic
data for the different channels, the effective area
available for group A and B ions can be calculated. The
result, for both the <110> and the <100> channels, is
that only ions with impact parameter less than •<• 0.65 %,
which roughly corresponds to the mean radii of the 4f
and 5p electron orbits in Au, appreciably contribute to
convoy electron production.

Since the observation depth in any of the models con-
sidered does not exceed 10-20 A, establishment of complete
charge-state equilibrium following the CE creation is
most unlikely. The total absence of correlation between
yield or shape with emergent projectile charge state
(for ions randomly scattered in monocrystals scattered
in polj^rystals) therefore leads to the suggestion that
the CEs are created in conjunction with an unknown pro-
cess which repopulates the charge states with probabili-
ties equal to those for equilibrium, and thus may make
the ion charge prior to the process inaccessible to
experiment.

A relevant quantity for comparison of a possible
charge dependence with theory is the average ion charge
inside the target, a quantity which is incompletely
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Figure 4. Spectrum of convoy electrons emergent near

0 deg from 16 KeV 0 ions traversing a
30 ug/cm2 C foil. The upper data points
are obtained from the raw spectrum (lower
points), through a correction factor (vp"

ls,

to account for the estimated velocity depen-
dence of the electron escape depth. The lower
curves represent respective fitted cusp
shapes, which better display the degree of
synrnetrization produced.

known. The experimental results for channeled ions ray
require consideration of the fact that charge-stats

equilib-iun is far from reached 1n these cases,"1 lead-
ing to a possible dependence of yield on incoming chargs
state.

In conclusion, we summarize an admittedly incom-
plete, though useful, model for convoy electron produc-
tion in polycrystalline solids: CE production is ini-
tiated in close collision with target atoms throughout
the bul'<, but those observed originate within •v. 10 A
froin the exit surface. First single or multiple elec-
tron capture occurs, immediately followed by electron
loss to the continuum. Further subsequent influence of
the Co'jicnb field of i;he ion on the velocity distribu-
tion is small.
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